They've already booked their telephone calls to Copen-
hagen or Amsterdam; blitz-calls, if they think the news is
going to be particularly important; and the moment the
advertised time of the communique comes along the calls
begin to come through. There is a certain amount of tuck
as to who gets his call first, but to beat the rival concern
by a minute or two is a matter of vital Importance,
Sometimes the communique comes in late, and then
you can see agonised correspondents hanging on to the
telephone with the tolls ticking up as the minutes go by.
Blitz-calls* by the way* cost nine times the ordinary rate,
and holding the line open for twenty minutes the other
day cost one of the agencies over fifty pounds! The com-
munique arrives in the end In the form of a pile of mimeo-
graphed sheets in all the different languages. Then comes
an immediate scramble to get the first copy. And It's very
liable to end in your getting the Swedish or Italian one
by mistake.
I suppose the two things which cause most of the fights
among the journalists here are the censorship and trips to
the front. When a trip Is announced almost everyone
who isn't in on It thinks he has been shamefully treated.
And it's the same thing with the censorship. Everyone is
always complaining that something has been cut out of
their story which has been passed in someone else's- No
one* in fact, is ever treated fairly. Or that* at any rate* Is
what you would think if you wandered Idly around the
Kaemp listening to conversations.
Incidentally, the other day a dinner was given here for
the foreign correspondents and Press officers* the purpose
of which was to explain the aims and objects of the censors.
But these mystery men of the Hotel Kaemp didn't turn up *
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